



Happy Here Business Operations. 

Who are we? 

Happy Here CIC is a well-being community hub cafe located in Herne Bay High Street. 
This idea was born from a need for a place to support well-being matters that the com-
munity is experiencing.


We have set a course and process to implement change and growth in regards to mental 
health and the community, making us stronger by building a foundation to promote eco-
nomic empowerment for local disadvantaged communities, LGBT+ groups and minorit-
ies.


We have partnered with East Kent Residential Recovery Services aka Change, Grow, Live 
(CGL) and in our view this association provides a bigger and more secure footing and 
framework for Happy Here as we are providing a solution and bridging a gap with mental 
health matters, volunteering and educational help on well-being. Our focus is on promot-
ing mental health awareness and support so we believe we would add creative, practical 
and professional synergies with CGL.


We offer the opportunity for people to come alive inside, giving a sense of self-healing 
and authority. Individuals are given the ability to express themselves, share their creativity 
and connect with health professionals. You could even learn to play an instrument or help 
produce a recording, take up crafting, play table tennis, have a massage, make use of the 
internet, or just watch a film and relax.


We aim to provide the wellbeing café events for free and fully funded to improve mental 
health and wellbeing, meet new people and try something new. Possibly something 
you’ve been shying away from because of financial matters or access to it.




What is the purpose of the Happy Here Café ? 

The Happy Here Café is a safe and friendly place that you can visit if you are experiencing 
severe emotional or psychological distress. A place you can visit if you’re having difficulty 
with your day or needing professional help with mental health matters. Initially this is a 
cafe open for all and a drop-in service where you can access mental health support and 
advice from mental health and wellbeing workers. Even showcase your performance skills 
and enjoy our art therapy and songwriting sessions. 


We aim to provide a place that gives others belonging when they may not have it. A place 
of nurture and acceptance and to add more energy back into the community with a focus 
of creativity, and a feeling of wellbeing to its inhabitants by helping connect them to a 
place of security and enthusiasm.


• To provide a safe, relaxing space where you can speak freely with one of our men-
tal health workers about what is going on for you


• Provide a space for the LGBT+ community and support and advice workshops 

• To offer support, advice and signpost you to a suitable service for you

• Help you feel less isolated

• Provide support to learn from a crisis

• Provide a schedule of events e.g Domestic violence workshops, Creativity work-

shops, art lessons, music writing sessions and more

• To display the art and projects in the cafe, made by the community that attend

• Adopt a Plant - Provide an indoor allotment with plants that people can tend to to 

give purpose and to make people come back giving structure and attendance as-
surance.


All the art and music will be local, professionally supported and promoted with enthusi-
asm. It will be a place of integrity that gives back to Herne Bay by threading creative arts, 
education and mental health support into the community. We see Happy Here supporting 
the regeneration and development of the bay and its inhabitants, driving passion, ambi-
tion and hope into the community.


We provide a place for persistence, nurture, love, care and responsibility and a process 
that takes them through a friendly analysis of their current situation and how we can be of 
help. This will involve a creative an honest connection along with simple tests and tasks 
to examine their autonomy and on what scale the current situation is and how to deal with 
it.


In the bigger picture we’d like a Happy Here in every town providing a space where 
people know they can come and get help with what they are going through. In the future 
we’d also like panic pods or areas provided in towns, schools, colleges, universities and 
work places so the person reaching out can contact someone right away, get meditation 
tips, read up about anxiety attacks and have creative supplies to calm the mind, where 
sensory equipment and texturised surroundings would also be provided. 




Anticipated Outcome 

The community cannot lose the right to enjoy making music or being driven by a creative 
passion. Creativity is the very essence of being, of rhythm and heart. It is paramount to 
our well-being and growth. It grounds us and opens our minds to the world of possibilities 
surrounding us.


Being creatively inspired brings laughter, it brings people together; it brings a sense of 
accomplishment. We want to bring that to our community in Herne Bay.


We believe we can support the beating heart of Herne Bay and help inspire passion 
through a fun and creative surroundings that help bridge the gap for people needing ac-
cess to services but may not have the financial ability or confidence to get to them.


We are aware that we’ll have a prime location spot where the public will see our logo and 
be invited in so we would like to be considerate to our local community and offer locally 
sourced food from near by cafes to let the businesses know that we support them in the 
promotion of their business, also if any situations arise where someone is asking about or 
experiencing mental health issues we can be the point of focus so they can help the 
people needing it and send them our way.


We are intent on building community connection and the clarity that we are the place that 
connects the others to all mental health matters providing confidence and trust in the 
community. 


We want to be an affordable place, using things like “pay-it-forward” schemes to allow 
people to donate something to eat or drink that someone else can to gifted. Possibly 
someone without the money to get something to eat and drink. Maybe they are homeless 
or maybe they are in a state of shock so we can make them a coffee or tea and not 
charge. 


Once people come in, they can consider what else is on offer, including someone to talk 
to about mental health, signposting to professional services and maybe a drop-in clinic 
for mental health issues. Maybe they are a single Mum with a difficult child and they don't 
have access to a laptop and printer to apply for a job? We would really like to provide a 
creche for single mum’s and adults needing a break.


People who attend would also see the wider offer of Happy Here and its roll-out of 
events, work shops that could be hosted in the performance part of the cafe on the 
ground floor space; a raised area for acoustic music and expression.




Green Space and Environment. 

Adopt-a-plant - tend to the plants in our mini allotment and adopt one you can come 
back to visit and help look after. This creates repetition in regards to making another visit 
and driving footfall and trust within the community; which helps with the process of 
trauma and therapy.


We have close connections to local gardening company owners and would like to add 
them into the schedule of events where they can provide information on such plants like 
Lamb’s Ear which is soft to touch and used by anxiety sufferers to calm the mind. We will 
invite these business owners to talk to the clients that have adopted a plant and the local 
community who work with mental health through gardening and other physical activities.  
These can include things like Men’s Sheds and local groups visiting for days out/activit-
ies. These educational mental health practitioners can visit Happy Here and also be integ-
rated as full or part time staff.


Calm Corner - this is a place of peace and, if needed, solitude. Just behind the cafe in a 
corner of the building we are creating a place where people can sit and calm down from a 
panic attack or meditate. This place will have sensory toys, books and a comfy chair or 
two. 


Safe Space - Part of the building will be separated into a room where someone could go 
to calm down from a more severe breakdown or mental health attack. There will be in-
struments, sensory floor, lights, cushions and padded walls with sound proofing. This is a 
very important part of Happy Here that gives its attendees somewhere they now they can 
go if they are suffering. 


Performance Space - team up with local theatre and music groups to help provide an 
open practice stage space with built in audience feedback, rehearsals and impromptu en-
tertainment. 



